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 Summary 
 A core hole (C4998) and three boreholes (C4993, C4996, and C4997) were drilled to acquire 
stratigraphic and downhole seismic data to model potential seismic impacts and to refine design 
specifications and seismic criteria for the Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) under construction on the 
Hanford Site.  During the months of September through early October 2006, borehole C4993 was 
completed through the Saddle Mountains Basalt, the upper portion of the Wanapum Basalt, and 
associated sedimentary interbeds, to provide access to the subsurface for geophysical measurement and 
for stratigraphic comparison with the other three boreholes. 
 Presented and compiled in this report are field-generated records for the deep mud rotary borehole 
C4993 at the WTP site.  This report includes borehole logs, lithologic summary, drilling information, and 
sample collection details. 
 Borehole C4993 was drilled using direct-circulation, mud rotary methods with a Speedstar 50K drill 
and tricone button bit (7-7/8-in. outside diameter).  Cutting samples were collected primarily from the 
mud plant every 5 ft or at changes in lithology.  A general zoning pattern was recognized within all the 
basalt units: 
1. Upper basal zones generally were fast-drilling (3–7 ft/hr) and fractured, with secondary clay fillings 
in apparent fracture and/or vesicle fillings. 
2. Center zones were slow-drilling (1–3 ft/hr penetration rate), with fewer fractures and much less clay. 
3. Basal zones were alternately hard- and slow-drilling in the unit.  Penetration rates increased to  
3–9 ft/hr.  The basal zones directly overlie weathered horizons/clay units at the top of the interbeds. 
 For sedimentary interbeds, sample returns for the two dominant lithologies (clay and sand) were very 
poor.  Most clay-siltstone samples were disaggregated before being discharged through the mud plant.  
For sands, sample quality should be considered suspect. 
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 Abbreviations 
bgs below ground surface 
DOE U.S. Department of Energy 
ft foot, feet 
in. inch, inches 
OD outside diameter 
PC-3 Performance Category 3 
PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
SBP Seismic Boreholes Project 
Vp compressional wave velocity 
Vs shear wave velocity 
WTP Waste Treatment Plant 
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 1.0 Introduction 
 This report presents field-generated documentation for borehole C4993 constructed with a mud rotary 
drill rig at the Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) site on the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford Site.  
The documentation for C4993 includes borehole logs, lithologic summary, and record of cutting samples 
collected during drilling through the months of August through early October 2006. 
 Initially, four entry holes were drilled by cable tool from the surface to the top of the basalt through 
the sediment overlying the Saddle Mountains Basalt.  These entry boreholes provide access for three deep 
mud rotary boreholes (C4993, C4996, and C4997) and one core hole (C4998) through the basalt.  The one 
core hole and three boreholes were drilled to acquire stratigraphic and downhole seismic data to model 
potential seismic impacts and to refine design specifications and seismic criteria for the WTP.  The 
primary purpose of the three boreholes was to provide access to the subsurface for geophysical measure-
ments.  The locations of the boreholes and core hole for this study are shown in Figure 1.1.  The surveyed 
locations of the four holes are summarized in Table 1.1. 
1.1 Waste Treatment Plant and the Seismic Boreholes Project 
 The seismic site response analysis for the WTP was reevaluated in 2005, resulting in an increase by 
up to 40% in the seismic design basis.  The original seismic design basis for the WTP was established in 
1999 and was based on a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis completed in 1996.  The 2005 analysis was 
performed to address questions raised by the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board about the assump-
tions used in developing the original seismic criteria and adequacy of the site geotechnical surveys.  The 
updated seismic response analysis used existing and newly acquired seismic velocity data, statistical 
analysis, expert elicitation, and ground-motion simulation to develop interim design ground-motion 
response spectra that enveloped the remaining uncertainties.  The uncertainties in these response spectra 
were enveloped at approximately the 84th percentile to produce conservative design spectra, which 
contributed significantly to the increase in the seismic design basis. 
 A key uncertainty identified in the 2005 analysis was the velocity contrasts between the basalt flows 
and the sedimentary interbeds beneath the WTP.  The velocity structure of the upper four basalt flows 
(Saddle Mountains Basalt) and that of the interlayered sedimentary interbeds (Ellensburg Formation) 
produce strong reductions in modeled earthquake ground motions propagating through them.  Uncertainty 
in the strength of velocity contrasts between these basalts and interbeds resulted primarily from an 
absence of measured shear wave velocities (Vs) in the interbeds.  For the 2005 analysis, Vs in the 
interbeds was estimated from older limited compressional wave (Vp) data using estimated ranges for the 
ratio of the two velocities (Vp/Vs) in similar materials.  A range of possible Vs for the interbeds and 
basalts was used and produced additional uncertainty in the resulting response spectra. 
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Figure 1.1. Locations of Waste Treatment Plant Boreholes 
1.2 
 Table 1.1. Surveyed Horizontal Locations and Elevations of Seismic Boreholes 
Hanford 
Borehole ID Surveyed WTP Coordinates (ft) 
Converted – NAD83 State Plane 
Coordinates (m) 
Elevation (ft) at 
Ground Surface 
C4997 E 10,375.480 N 3,836.210 E 576,309.433 N 135,755.318 676.87 
C4998 E 10,345.400 N 3,920.390 E 576,300.266 N 135,780.973 676.87 
C4993 E 9,647.070 N 3,840.600 E 576,087.439 N 135,756.656 658.24 
C4996 E 9,836.490 N 4,816.880 E 576,145.168 N 136,054.191 670.06 
 Because of the sensitivity of the calculated response spectra to the velocity contrasts between the 
basalts and interbedded sediments, DOE initiated the Seismic Boreholes Project (SBP) to emplace 
additional boreholes at the WTP site and obtain direct Vs measurements and other physical property 
measurements in these layers.  One core hole and three boreholes were installed at the WTP site to a 
maximum depth of 1468 ft below ground surface.  The three boreholes are within 500 ft of the high-level 
waste vitrification and pretreatment facilities of the WTP, the Performance Category 3 (PC-3) structures 
affected by the interim design spectra.  The new measurements from the seismic boreholes are expected 
to reduce the uncertainty in the modeled site response caused by the lack of direct knowledge of the Vs 
contrasts within these layers. 
1.2 Scope of Work 
 The well-site geology support personnel for the C4993 drilling effort included geologists from 
Freestone Environmental Services, Inc., Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), and GRAM, 
Inc.  The scope of work for each subcontractor varied slightly during the drilling of C4993.  All 
geologists supporting the C4993 drilling effort collected, examined, described, and preserved samples 
of cuttings from 5-ft depth intervals or recognized changes in lithology. 
1.3 Procedures, Quality Assurance, and Quality Control Requirements 
 Organizational responsibilities and actions to be completed were established in Sampling and 
Analysis Plan – Waste Treatment Plant Seismic Boreholes Project (PNNL 2006).  That document also 
specified that geological observations were to be recorded using the Fluor Hanford, Inc., Groundwater 
Remediation Project Procedure, Geologic Logging (Fluor Hanford, Inc. 2006).  Documented procedures 
were strictly followed to ensure the integrity of descriptions and records.  All subcontractors were aware 
of the importance of maintaining depth measurements as accurately as possible.  Emphasis also was 
placed on personnel training, records control, quality control, inspection, approval of records, change 
control of records, and physical control of duplicate records, as well as physical transfer of the custody 
of samples and chain-of-custody records. 
1.3 
 1.4 Report Scope 
 This document compiles field records and summarizes observations and measurements made during 
the drilling of borehole C4993 and visual characterization of the rock cuttings collected during drilling.  
All data in this report are presented in the English units in which they were measured or recorded onsite.  
The report includes documentation of the mud rotary drilling, borehole logging, and sample collection. 
 Completed borehole logs are contained in Appendix A.  Field activity and daily drilling reports are 
provided in Appendix B.  The samples collected during drilling are inventoried in Appendix C.  In 
Appendix D, the characteristics of basalt members and sedimentary interbeds are summarized.  
Appendix E provides an inventory list of photographs of the samples. 
 
1.4 
 2.0 Drilling and Geological Sampling 
 The primary purpose of drilling borehole C4993 was to provide a conduit for access of geophysical 
tools.  Five basalt layers and five sedimentary interbeds were penetrated by the rotary-drilled portion of 
the borehole.  Drilling of the rotary portion of the hole began on September 8 and ended on October 7, 
2006, at a total depth of 1411 ft.  Crews alternated 12-hour work shifts to maintain field support on a 24/7 
schedule during the entire period.  The logs in Appendixes A and B provide details on geology, drilling 
activities, problems encountered, footages drilled, and the timing of events during drilling, cementing, 
logging, sampling, and other drilling-related activities. 
 Borehole C4993 was drilled using direct-circulation, mud rotary methods with a Speedstar 50K 
drill and tricone button bit (7-7/8-in. outside diameter [OD]).  Drilling fluid (also known as mud—
combinations of bentonite, polymers, and water) was cleaned of cuttings and recirculated into the 
borehole using a mud pump and portable mud plant (Figure 2.1).  Mud was used to lubricate and cool 
the drill bit and to return cuttings from depth to ground surface. 
 Well-site geologists collected, described, and packaged cuttings samples in jars and chip trays as 
described in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (PNNL 2006).  Each sample was labeled with borehole 
number, depth, date collected, and the initials of the well-site geologist who collected the sample.  
Cuttings samples were then described on the Borehole Log (Appendix A), and additional notes were 
recorded on Field Activity Reports (Appendix B).  Care was taken to correctly identify the source depths 
for the collected cuttings.  The drillers, geologists, and site supervisors also monitored drilling parameters 
and progress by geolograph. 
 Cuttings samples were collected primarily from the mud plant every 5 ft or at changes in lithology 
(Figure 2.1).  Cuttings sample collection involved scraping a shovel full of cuttings from the discharge 
slide coming off the mud plant, which screen-separated the cuttings from the bentonite drilling fluid.  
Most samples were washed in a handheld screen to remove excess mud and mud additives.  Some 
samples were not washed, to retain finer material typical of interbeds. 
 Most zones within the sedimentary interbeds did not produce adequate samples from the mud plant.  
To provide an archival sample in these intervals, samples were collected from the top screens of the mud 
plant or were screened directly from the surface casing at the borehole.  Other samples were bottled from 
the sand vortex discharge tubes on the mud plant.  It was determined later that the bottled sand samples 
may not be representative of the interbed because of intermixing caused by intermittent operation of the 
sand pump in the mud plant. 
2.1 
  
Figure 2.1. Mud Rotary Drill Rig at Borehole C4993 with Mud Plant Alongside 
 Grab samples were collected by one of the above-mentioned methods and then washed, distributed, 
and containerized in labeled glass jars, cloth bags, and plastic cuttings trays.  The depth range was 
recorded for each grab sample.  A description was made based upon the percentage of each rock type 
present, color, fracture patterns, mineralogy, crystal forms, and any additional visibly distinguishable 
characteristics. 
 Some sampling was coordinated with the driller.  Consultation with the driller provided insight on 
interpreting drilling characteristics, such as drill speed, penetration rate, torque of the drill string, and 
jarring or vibration of the drill string in fracture zones, to identify when depth errors occurred with the 
geolograph.  The geolograph was nominally recalibrated at the end of each 20-ft drill string. 
 
2.2 
 3.0 Borehole Geology 
 The Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) is located on the Hanford Site, which is in the Pasco Basin at the 
center of the Columbia Plateau.  The geology of the Hanford Site and the deep subsurface was investi-
gated previously during the Basalt Waste Isolation Project.  Those previous investigations are reported in 
the Consultation Draft Site Characterization Plan (DOE 1988) and in Geologic Studies of the Columbia 
Plateau (Myers et al. 1979).  The stratigraphic units drilled during the Seismic Borehole Project include 
the upper Columbia River Basalt Group with sedimentary interbeds and the overlying unconsolidated 
sediments.  The overlying unconsolidated sediments, Hanford and Ringold formations, were drilled using 
a cable drill rig prior to mud rotary drilling and are not covered in the following sections.  Geologic 
observations for units encountered during drilling of borehole C4993 are presented in the following 
sections. 
3.1 Stratigraphy and Lithology 
 The Columbia River Basalt Group with alternating sedimentary units drilled during the project 
included three formations—the Saddle Mountains Basalt, the Wanapum Basalt, and the Ellensburg 
Formation (Figure 3.1).  The Saddle Mountains Basalt includes the Elephant Mountain Member, Pomona 
Member, Esquatzel Member, and Umatilla Member.  The Wanapum Basalt includes the Priest Rapids 
Member, which is the uppermost member of the Wanapum Basalt and consists of two flows, the Lolo and 
the Rosalia flows.  The Ellensburg Formation sediments are interbedded with the Columbia River Basalt 
Group and include the Rattlesnake Ridge, Selah, and Cold Creek interbeds within the Saddle Mountains 
Basalt and the Mabton Interbed between the Saddle Mountains Basalt and Wanapum Basalt.  Basalt units 
and sedimentary interbeds are discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, respectively.  A summary lithologic 
log derived from the borehole logs is shown in Figure 3.2. 
3.1.1 Basalt Units 
Elephant Mountain Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt 
 The Elephant Mountain Member is the uppermost basalt flow of the Columbia River Basalt Group 
present in the study area.  Beneath the Hanford Site, this single flow has an average thickness of 100 ft 
with a range of 15 ft.  In borehole C4993, the Elephant Mountain Member has a total thickness of 115.5 ft 
and was encountered between 358 ft and 473.5 ft below ground surface (bgs).  This member is medium- 
to fine-grained, with abundant microphenocrysts of plagioclase.  A few spaced fractures occur throughout 
the basalt flow based on drill rod vibration, increased drill rate, and driller interpretation.  The most 
common secondary mineral was green clay. 
 The portion of the Elephant Mountain Member flow top in C4993 that had escaped erosion was 
highly vesicular, amygdaloidal, had clay-filled fractures, showed signs of weathering, and was oxidized to 
a reddish-brown at the contact with the overlying Ringold Formation sediments.  The flow bottom had an 
overall increase in glassy fragments.  Although vesiculation was much less apparent, secondary, fracture-
filling clay was present at the contact with Rattlesnake Ridge sediment. 
3.1 
  
Figure 3.1. General Stratigraphy of the Hanford Site 
Pomona Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt 
 The Pomona Member overlies the Esquatzel Member and is separated by the Selah Interbed of the 
Ellensburg Formation.  This single flow has an average thickness of 185 ft with a range of 10 ft.  In 
borehole C4993, the Pomona Member has a total thickness of 191.5 ft and was encountered between 
532 ft and 723.5 ft bgs.  This basalt is fine-grained to glassy and contains plagioclase phenocrysts and rare 
olivine.  Clay, zeolites, and silica, probably as fracture and/or vesicle filling, were observed in the cuttings 
samples.  Blue-green clay was present most often as fracture fill. 
3.2 
  
Figure 3.2.   Summary Lithologic Log for Borehole C4993 
3.3 
  The flow top of the Pomona Member was extremely brecciated and highly fractured and contained 
palagonite.  Palagonite is a tan or brown amorphous material resulting from the hydration of basaltic 
glass; its presence here indicates that this lava flow probably encountered water while still in a molten 
state.  A high clay and sediment content (between 10 and 40%) was observed in the top 15 feet of the 
basalt flow, dropping to about 1–5% of green-blue clay downward though most of the thickness of the 
unit.  The blue-green clay is interpreted to be fracture fill (Figure 3.3).  Plagioclase phenocrysts are 
common through the unit.  Some features were observed in cutting samples that could be interpreted as 
slickensides, but these may be drilling-induced striations. 
 The Pomona flow bottom was determined based on the disappearance of basalt and an increase in 
clay content from the cutting samples.  A few vesicles were present with blue-green clay lining in some of 
the vesicle walls. 
 
Figure 3.3. Blue-Green Clay on Basalt Surface, Clay Fracture Fill 
Esquatzel Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt 
 The Esquatzel Member lies above the Umatilla Member and is separated by the Cold Creek Interbed 
of the Ellensburg Formation.  This single flow has an average thickness of 100 ft with a range of 10 ft.  In 
borehole C4993, the Esquatzel Member has a total thickness of 102.7 ft and was encountered between 
742.3 ft and 845 ft bgs.  This member is fine-grained and plagioclase-phyric, often containing plagioclase 
glomerocrysts and clinopyroxene microphenocrysts.  In cutting samples, only fragments of plagioclase 
phenocrysts were observed.  Clay, pyrite, and iron oxide were observed in the cutting samples are found 
as fracture and joint fillings. 
3.4 
  The flow top of the Esquatzel Member was highly weathered to blue-gray-green clay.  Minor 
fracturing was present at the flow top, based on the presence of blue-green clay fracture fill and vesicles 
filled with hematite (Figure 3.4).  Aggregates of pyrite and magnetite crystals were observed and 
probably occur as both primary minerals and secondary veins, based on observations in the core at C4998 
(Figures 3.5 and 3.6).  The flow bottom was moderately fractured, with glassy flow bands (Figure 3.7) 
typical of a flow bottom. 
Umatilla Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt 
 The Umatilla Member is the lowermost and oldest member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt and 
consists of two flows in the study area, the Umatilla and the Sillusi.  Geochemical analysis is required to 
differentiate between the flows.  This member has an average thickness on the Hanford Site of 150 ft with 
a range of 10 ft.  In borehole C4993, the Umatilla Member has a total thickness of 159.6 ft and was 
encountered between 935 ft and 1094.6 ft bgs.  This unit is fine-grained and plagioclase-phyric, often 
extremely glassy.  Clay and pyrite, presumably as fracture fillings, were observed in the cuttings, blue-
green clay being the most common. 
 The flow top for this unit begins abruptly with the appearance of hard clay that drilled similar to 
basalt from 933 ft to 935 ft bgs, followed by basalt and a variety of secondary gray-green clay minerals.  
Fractures with gray-green clay fill and sparse plagioclase phenocrysts occur throughout the unit.  Cuttings 
from the highly fractured zones exhibit pyrite veins (Figure 3.6).  The flow bottom had an increase in 
fractures and of light gray brittle clay/claystone. 
 
Figure 3.4. Vesicles Filled with Hematite or Similar Iron Oxide Mineral 
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Figure 3.5. Fragment of Fracture Fill Containing Magnetite and Pyrite Crystals.  Fragment is 2 mm at 
its longest dimension. 
 
Figure 3.6. Pyrite Vein in Basalt Cuttings (0.5 mm width) 
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Figure 3.7. Glassy Flow Bands from Bottom of Basalt Flow 
Priest Rapids Member of the Wanapum Basalt 
 The Priest Rapids Member is the uppermost member of the Wanapum Basalt and consists of two 
flows, the Lolo and the Rosalia flows.  This member has an average thickness of 232 ft with a range of 
40 ft.  In borehole C4993, the Lolo flow has a total thickness of 163 ft and was encountered between 
1191 ft and 1354 ft bgs.  The Rosalia flow was encountered at approximately 1354 ft until total depth for 
the borehole, which was reached at 1411 ft bgs.  In general, Priest Rapids Member basalt is fine- to 
medium-grained and glassy and has a high content of plagioclase microphenocrysts.  Micropegmatites, 
coarse centimeter-scale intergrowths of plagioclase and glass, have been observed in this basalt member 
from other localities, as well as enclaves of quartz and pyroxene intergrowths.  However, the younger 
Lolo flow has less common small olivine phenocrysts (less than 5 mm) and rare glomerocrysts or 
phenocrysts of plagioclase.  In comparison, the older Rosalia flow is typically coarser-grained with rare 
olivine and plagioclase phenocrysts.  The Byron Interbed sometimes separates the two basalt flows, as 
was observed in borehole C4996, but was not present in borehole C4993.  The flow-top designation of the 
Rosalia flow was based on the appearance of distinctive flow-top features and properties.  In borehole 
C4993, a few plagioclase phenocrysts were found, and none was micropegmatitic.  Silica (opal and 
quartz), iron oxide, and clay have been observed in cutting samples, presumably as fracture/joint/vesicle-
filling material. 
 The flow top of the Lolo flow of the Priest Rapids Member began abruptly with the appearance of 
soft, weathered altered basalt from 1191 ft to 1195 ft bgs and fracture fill or vesicle fill of soft opal.  
Roughly 90% of materials in the first 4 ft of the flow top could be crushed easily between fingers.  
Fractures with blue-green clay, silica (opal and quartz), and iron oxide mineral fill occur throughout the 
unit.  Some basalt cuttings are glassy and some show botryoidal/mammillary texture on sides, probably 
siderite infilling vesicles or fractures (Figure 3.8).  Clear plagioclase phenocrysts, some as large as 3 mm 
long, increase in abundance downward through the basalt flow. 
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Figure 3.8. Fracture or Vesicle Filling Showing Botryoidal/Mammillary Mineral, Probably Siderite 
 The flow-top designation of the Rosalia flow of the Priest Rapids Member was based on the 
appearance of a highly weathered soft flow-top basalt composed of large amounts of green-gray clay  
(>5–25%) and an increase in drill rate in the interval 1354 ft to 1373 ft bgs.  Sparse visible plagioclase 
phenocrysts (up to 1 mm), limited gray-brown-green clay fracture fill, and vesicles were present until 
total depth of 1411 ft bgs at 0700 hours on October 8, 2006. 
3.1.2 Sedimentary Interbeds 
Ellensburg Formation, Including the Rattlesnake Ridge, Selah, Cold Creek, Mabton, and Byron 
Interbeds 
 The Ellensburg Formation includes epiclastic and volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks that are 
interbedded with the Columbia River Basalt Group in the central and western part of the Columbia 
Plateau (Figure 3.9).  The interbeds in the Ellensburg Formation are defined based on the upper and lower 
bounding basalt flows.  The Rattlesnake Ridge, Selah, and Cold Creek interbeds lie within the Saddle 
Mountains Basalt; the Mabton Interbed lies between the Saddle Mountains Basalt and Wanapum Basalt.  
The Byron Interbed lies between the Lolo and Rosalia flows of the Priest Rapids Member. 
 Interbeds are made up of quartzitic to arkosic, micaceous sandstone and mudstone, with minor 
conglomerate containing abundant metamorphic and plutonic clasts.  Paleosols composed of fine-grained, 
massive silt and clay are common.  The provenance of these sediments is believed to be associated with 
the ancestral Columbia and Snake rivers.  Layers of air fall tuff often lie within paleosols, indicating 
Cascade volcanism was active during Columbia River basaltic volcanism. 
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Figure 3.9.  Relationship of Saddle Mountains 
Basalt and Wanapum Basalt to Ellensburg 
Formation Interbeds in Pasco Basin 
 Three distinct alternating sedimentary intervals occurred within the Lolo flow of the Priest Rapids 
Member.  These intervals were not expected, based on what was encountered at the three other boreholes 
(C4996, C4997, and C4998).  The first sedimentary interval was encountered between 1225 ft and 1234 ft 
bgs with a thickness of 9 ft and began abruptly with a green clay and fine- to medium-grained sand and a 
few muscovite flakes.  Then the sedimentary interval gradually transitioned back to basalt with the 
presence of minor clay and iron oxide minerals.  The second sedimentary interval was encountered 
between 1241.5 ft and 1249 ft bgs with a thickness of 7.5 ft, and was a silty claystone with very minor 
sand with fossiliferous, carbonaceous debris embedded in clay and siltstone (Figure 3.10).  The claystone 
also contained lignite pieces displaying a woody texture (Figure 3.11) and diatoms (Figure 3.12).  A 
microscopic comparison of a carbonaceous interval in borehole C4998 (~1184–1189 ft) showed some 
similarities with the exception that no diatoms were observed in the core.  The third sedimentary interval 
was encountered between 1288.5 ft and 1299.5 ft bgs with a thickness of 11 ft and was a gray-black silty 
claystone, firmer than the second sedimentary interval.  The interval has abundant carbonaceous debris, 
partially coalified, with large (up to 3-cm) lignite fragments, which were combustible after drying 
(Figure 3.13).  It is possible that these three sequences represent the Byron Interbed, with invasive lobes 
of the Lolo flow separating the sedimentary intervals.  Table 3.1 provides a summary description of the 
interbed sediments within borehole C4993. 
3.1.3 General Observations 
 An erosional surface marks the contact between the overlying sediments and the topmost basalt unit 
at a depth of 358 ft bgs.  Cable drilling stopped at 383.5 ft bgs, and the entry casing was set at 363.7 ft bgs 
and grouted in place, with the top of the cement grout set at 354.7 ft bgs to 383.5 ft bgs in borehole 
C4993. 
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Figure 3.10. Carbonaceous Debris in Claystone 
 
Figure 3.11. Lignite Showing Remnant Plant Textures (~70X magnification) 
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Figure 3.12. Diatoms (arrows) in Claystone from 1248 ft Below Ground Surface 
 
Figure 3.13. Lignite Fragments Selected from Interval 1288.5 to 1290 ft Below Ground Surface 
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 Table 3.1. Generalized Description of Sediments Within Borehole C4993 
Unit Name Rattlesnake Ridge Interbed Selah Interbed Cold Creek Interbed Mabton Interbed Byron Interbed 
Depth interval(s) 
in feet bgs 
473.5–532 723.5–742.3 845–935 1094.6–1191 1225–1234; 
1241.5–1249; 
1288.5–1299.5 
Thickness in feet  58.5 18.8 90 96.4 27.5 (total) 
Lithology Green-gray/dark grayish-
brown/light gray/light 
reddish-brown/dark 
reddish-brown/medium 
brown silty-sandy clays.  
Very fine to medium quartz 
and mafic sand.   
Gray/tan-brown/tan-
brown/light tan-off-
white/tan-
brown/light gray-
off-white/light gray 
silty clays.  Very 
fine to coarse mafic 
and quartz sand. 
Gray-green/green/gray-
green/green-white/gray 
silty clays.  Olive 
green/dark green, very 
fine to coarse sand. 
Dark blue-
gray/dark green-
gray/dark 
green/green-gray 
clays.  Dark 
greenish-grey very 
fine to very coarse 
angular-grained 
sand. 
Black to light gray-
green.  Clay and silt.  
Light brown to 
medium gray clay 
with diatoms and 
coalified 
carbonaceous debris.  
Minor fine- to 
medium–grained sand 
in upper horizon.  
Mineralogy Quartz and mafic sand (<5–
48%)  
Mafic and quartz 
sand (~5–50%) 
Quartz sand (50%), 
mafic sand (5–40%), 
mica, feldspar, iron 
oxide (~10%) 
Quartz and mafic 
sand (<10–70%) 
Large muscovite 
flakes in sand. 
Comments Highly variable sequence of 
alternating silty clay and 
sand.  
Clay-rich interval, 
large amounts of 
mafic sand. 
Clay-rich interval at top 
and bottom, large 
interval of poorly sorted, 
micaceous sand in the 
middle, slightly silty 
clay green color from 
905 ft to 940 ft, almost 
no sand in samples, with 
hard clay above basalt. 
Top half alternates 
from clay and fine-
grained sands to 
very fine to very 
coarse angular-
grained sands.  
Lower half of 
interval is 
essentially a clayey 
poorly sorted sand. 
The three horizons are 
interbedded with the 
Lolo basalt flow—
possible invasive 
lobes into Byron 
Interbed.  
 Basalt flow structures and fractures were poorly represented in cuttings, due in part to the destructive 
nature of mud rotary drilling (tricone button bit) and the erosion and attrition of these features as cuttings 
were transported to the surface by heavy bentonite drilling mud and cycled through the mud plant before 
sample collection.  Fracturing or jointing of any kind may be inferred for some intervals by the presence 
of varying amounts of secondary minerals (e.g., clays and pyrite) as fracture/joint fillings.  In some cases, 
fragments of fractures/veins and vesicles are apparent under magnification (Figures 3.5 and 3.8).  The 
difference between cooling joints and tectonic fracturing, however, cannot be distinguished by cuttings 
alone.  The C4993 borehole log included drillers’ notifications of fracture zones, which were identified by 
observable drill responses, drilling penetration rates, and torque variation. 
 Identifying secondary minerals in cuttings was extremely difficult due to the destructive nature of 
mud rotary drilling, shared physical properties with the bulk sample, and the small grain size of the 
returned sample.  All three factors make the simplest deterministic tests difficult.  Hence, it is difficult to 
estimate the amount of a specific mineral present within a specific interval.  For example, softer, less- 
indurated particles have a greater chance of disintegrating within the borehole than do harder lithologies.  
It follows that more of the harder lithologies would be present in a random sample but may not correctly 
reflect the lithology at depth.  The absolute amount of secondary minerals present in each cuttings sample, 
therefore, may be interpreted on only a very general scale. 
 A general zoning pattern was recognized within all the basalt units: 
1. Upper basal zones generally were fast-drilling (3–7 ft/hr) and fractured, with secondary clay fillings 
in apparent fracture and/or vesicle fillings. 
2. Center zones were slow-drilling (1–3 ft/hr penetration rate), with fewer fractures and much less clay. 
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 3. Basal zones were alternately hard- and slow-drilling in the unit.  Penetration rates increased to 3–
9 ft/hr and gave interpretive warnings when weathered horizons/clay units at the top of the interbeds 
were entered. 
 For sedimentary interbeds, sample returns for the two dominant lithologies (clay and sand) were very 
poor.  For clays, the only reliable data retrieved were the clay to clay-siltstone-size materials.  At times, 
the only retrievable clay-siltstone samples were taken from the top of the surface casing before the mud 
plant.  Most of the clay-siltstone samples were disaggregated before being discharged through the mud 
plant.  For sands, samples should be considered suspect and unrepresentative.  Some jar and chip tray 
sand samples were collected directly from the sand vortex pump discharges on the back of the mud plant.  
The sand vortex pump on the mud plant was not running continuously throughout drilling.  Sandy 
samples probably represent a mixture over an unspecified stratigraphic interval rather than representing a 
specific sand interval or zone.  Based on the rapid advance of the drill, generation of sand waste, and loss 
of drilling mud, sand zones in the interbeds appeared to be relatively unconsolidated.  At no time were 
cemented sands retrieved.  Sands appeared to be completely disaggregated by the mud rotary drilling 
process. 
 The clay-rich zones appeared to have squeezing and swelling properties, as evidenced by closing or 
partial closing of the borehole during drilling, reaming, geophysical logging, and redrilling of cement 
plugs.  After drilling through an interbed, the hole was cemented over the interval of the interbed, then the 
cement plug was redrilled.  Cementing schedules and general construction features are shown in 
Figure 3.14.  The remaining cement in the borehole column may have been thin or washed out in some of 
the intervals, as evidenced by retrieval of clay cuttings in cemented zones.  Some of the squeezing/ 
swelling interbed zones had repetitive squeezing/swelling episodes.  For portions of the interbeds, drillers 
reduced weight on the bit to avoid excessive bit advancement and potential for borehole deviation.  
Drillers tried to limit penetration rates to 15–20 ft/hr.  However, drillers noted a decreased rate of drilling 
in some clay intervals due to enhanced adhesive properties of those zones.  The adhesive clay conditions 
also required the drillers to take extra time to wash out the clay to avoid clogging of the tricone button bit.  
Overall, very few recognizable cutting samples were retrieved while drilling through the sedimentary 
interbeds. 
 Present throughout the borehole were fragments resembling a felsic or intermediate intrusive rock, up 
to 5% in abundance, as shown in Figure 3.15.  These grains were invariably flattened and foliated, with 
one side concave and striated.  The grains also contained well-defined plagioclase phenocrysts.  Unidenti-
fied, black mineral grains were preferentially aligned with foliation.  The fragments are persistent 
throughout this and the other two rotary boreholes (C4996 and C4997), are infallibly consistent in 
configuration and composition, are frequently associated with metallic shards on the concave side of the 
fragments, and are not similar to any lithology observed in the core hole (C4998).  All these observations 
thus suggest the grains are an artifact of drilling, although the mode of formation is unknown. 
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Figure 3.14. General Construction Details of Borehole C4993 
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Figure 3.15. Felsic-Appearing Cutting Fragment Determined To Be an Artificial Product of Drilling 
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Borehole C4993 Sample Inventory 
 Borehole C4993 was drilled by a mud rotary drill rig using a tricone button bit with a 7-7/8-in. 
outside diameter.  Table C.1 provides a summary of the samples collected during the drilling.  The sample 
inventory for the entry hole (from 0 ft to 383.5 ft bgs) is provided by Horner (2006). 
 During the first few days of the drilling, the geolograph malfunctioned frequently.  This was quickly 
identified and corrected, but some samples collected during this period may have minor errors (1 to 3 ft) 
in depth estimates.  The notes in Table C.1 were summarized from the borehole logs for C4993.  
Additional details are included in the logs themselves (Appendix A).  The photographs referred to in the 
Notes column of Table C.1 are listed in Appendix E and contained on compact disk (CD) provided with 
the hardcopy version of this report (inside back cover). 
Reference 
Horner JA.  2006.  Entry Boreholes Summary Report for the Waste Treatment Plant Seismic Boreholes 
Project.  WMP-32119, Fluor Hanford, Inc., Richland, Washington. 
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Table C.1.  Sample Inventory for Borehole C4993 
 
Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
358 D D D X X 358 ft - contact, top of Elephant Mountain Member basalt with cable entry borehole.  Samples collected from entry hole drilling. 
364 D D D D X Samples collected from entry hole drilling; upper Elephant Mountain Member XRF Sample C4993-XRF-364′ 
383.5 D D D X X First basalt drilled with mud rotary drill rig. 383.5–473.5 ft - basalt, black to grayish-black, very hard. 
390 X X D X X First sample collected from deep mud rotary borehole. 
392 D D X X X  
397 D D X X X  
402 D D D X X  
405 D D D X X  
410 D D D X X  
415 D D D X X  
420 D D D X X  
425 D D D X X  
430 D D D D X Middle Elephant Mountain Member XRF Sample C4993-XRF-430′ 
435 D D D X X Lost circulation; possible fractures at 436 ft; unwashed samples. 
440 D D D X X  
445 D D D X X  
450 D D D X X  
455 D D D X X  
460 D D D X X  
465 D D D X X  
470 D D D X X  
475 D D D D X 
473.5 ft - contact, top of Rattlesnake Ridge Interbed; greenish-gray 
clay.  Lower Elephant Mountain Member XRF Sample C4993-
XRF-475′ (sample mostly basalt, although top of interbed was 
interpreted at this depth, based on drilling parameters). 
480 D D D X X  
485 D D D X X 483 ft - color change to light gray. 
490 D D D X X  
495 D D D X X Color change to dark grayish-brown. 
500 D D D X X Color change to light gray; rock chips present. 
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
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Table C.1.  (contd) 
 
Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
505 D D D X X  
510 D D D X X Color change to light reddish-brown 
515 D D D X X Color change to medium reddish-brown 
520 D D D X X Color change to dark reddish-brown 
525 D D D X X Color change to medium brown 
530 D D D X X Appearance of basalt chips ~10–20% 
532 X D X X X 532 ft - contact, top of Pomona Basalt 
535 D D D X X  
540 D D X X Bag sample labeled for 540 ft and 545 ft, combined sample. 
545 D D 
D 
X X  
550 D D D X X  
555 D D D X X  
560 D D D X X Less than 5% clays, likely mini fractures  
565 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-565 
570 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-570 568.5 ft - likely fractures; observed drill bit jumping around. 
575 D D D X X  
580 D D D X X Likely fractures, possible opal. 
585 D D D X X  
590 D D D X X  
595 D D D X X  
600 D D D X X  
605 D D D X X 601 ft - likely fractures. 605 ft - very fine returned cuttings; very slow drilling, ~1.0 ft/hr 
610 D D D X X 607.2 ft - likely fractures. 609.5 ft - very rough drilling. 
615 D D D X X  
620 D D D X X  
625 D D D X X 623–627 ft - multiple fractures present based on rough drilling. 
630 D D D X X  
635 D D D X X 633.9 ft - significant fracture zone. 
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
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Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
640 D D D D X 
637.6 ft and 640–642.5 ft – fractures. 
XRF Sample C4993-XRF - Middle Pomona, 9-15-06 - from the 
middle of the Pomona Basalt.  
Photos:  5900-5902 
645 D D D X X 647.5 ft - fractures. Photos:  5903-5907 
650 D D D X X Photos:  5908-5911 
655 D D D X X  
660 D D D X X Photos:  5912-5813 
665 D D D X X  
670 D D D X X Sample 670 ft taken over estimated interval 668.5–670 ft. 670.5 ft - possible fractures. 
675 D D D X X 674 ft, 677.5 ft - fractures. Photos:  5914-5915, 5916-5918, 5920-5923 
680 D D D X X 679.5–681.5 ft - fractures. 
685 D D D X X 683.5–684.5 ft - fractures. 
690 D D D X X  
695 D D D X X  
700 D D D X X  
705 D D D X X 703.5–704 ft - fractures. 
710 D D D X X 709.8–710.1 ft - fractures. 
715 D D D X X 
713–716.5 ft - fractures. 
Numerous fragments with small vesicles. XRF Sample C4993-9-18-
06, 715′ 
Photos:  5924-5926 
720 D D D X X 719 ft - clay content increases. Photo:  5927 
723.5 D D X X X 723.5 ft - contact, top of Selah Interbed. Unwashed samples, low sample return.  
725 D D D X X Unwashed samples. 
730 D D D X X 
Color change to tan-brown clay with mafic sand; sample from top 
of pipe plus washed shaker sample in tray (50/50); unwashed 
samples. 
735 D D D X X Color change to light tan to off-white; unwashed samples. 
740 D D D X X Unwashed samples. 
742.3 D D D X X 742.3 ft - contact, top of Esquatzel Basalt; unwashed sample. 
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
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Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
745 D D D X X  
750 D D D D X 
XRF Sample C4993-9-18-06 750′ collected from top of Esquatzel 
Basalt.  
Photo:  5928 
755 D D D X X Photos:  5929-5930 
760 D D D X X  
765 D D D X X  
770 D D D X X  
775 D D D X X 773.5–774 ft - fractures. Photos:  5931-5938 
780 D D D X X Photos:  5941-5952 
785 D D D X X Photos:  5953-5954 
790 D D D X X  
795 D D D D X 
795 ft - middle of Esquatzel Member; 
XRF Sample C4993-9-21-06 middle Esquatzel-795′  
Photos:  5957-5959 
800 D D D X X Photos:  5960-5962 
805 D D D X X Low sample return. 
810 D D D X X  
815 D D D X X  
820 D D D X X Photos:  5964-5966 
825 D D D X X 824–827 ft - fractures, rough drilling. 
830 D D D X X 829–830 ft - fractures, very rough drilling. 
835 D D D X X  
840 D D D D X Lower Esquatzel Member XRF Sample C4993-XRF-840′ 
843 D X D X X  
845 D D D X X 
845 ft - contact, top of Cold Creek Interbed. 
Clays sticking to drill bit; gray-green clay with a few fine pieces of 
sand. 
850 D D D X X Color change to green-gray clay; less sand; unwashed sample; low sample return. 
855 D D D X X Color change to light green clay with ~50% very fine sand. Very low sample return; unwashed. 
860 D D D X X Sandy clay, green clay with very fine quartz sand; unwashed sample. 
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
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Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
865 D D D X X Sandy clay, green clay with coarse quartz sand; unwashed sample. 
870 D D D X X Same as above; unwashed sample; low sample return. 
875 D D D X X Increase in coarse sand grains (~75%); low sample return. 
880 D D D X X Coarse-grained sand with less clay. 
885 D D D X X Poorly sorted sand; predominantly quartz sand. 
890 D D D X X 
Medium-size sand with green grains. 
All sands look green due to possible green clay coating present in 
all interbed samples. 
895 D D D X X Color change in clay; green and white plastic clay, ~50% fine sand. 
900 D D D X X Very coarse poorly sorted sand, ~5% clay 
905 D D D X X Slightly silty green clay.  
910 D D D X X Slightly silty green clay.  
915 D D D X X Same, plus a few coarse sand grains; low sample return. 
920 D D D X X Silty green clay. 
925 D D D X X Silty gray-green clay. 
930 D D D X X Silty gray clay with some basalt; drilling rate slowed down.  
935 D D D X X 
932–933 ft - flow top, drill vibration. 
933–935 ft - hard clay, drilled similar to basalt. 
935 ft - contact, top of Umatilla Basalt. 
Low sample return. 
940 D D D X X  
945 D D D X X  
950 D D D X X  
955 D D D X X 953 ft – fractures. 
960 D D D X X  
965 D D D X X  
970 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-970 collected from upper Umatilla Member. 970–985 ft - multiple fractures. 
975 D D D X X  
980 D D D X X Photos:  5969-5970 
985 D D D X X Jar sample from 985.8 ft. 
990 D D D X X  
995 D D D X X  
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
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Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
1000 D D D X X  
1005 D D D X X  
1010 D D D X X  
1015 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-1015 collected from middle of Umatilla Member. 
1020 D D D X X  
1025 D D D X X  
1030 D D D X X  
1035 D D D X X  
1040 D D D X X  
1045 D D D X X  
1050 D D D X X  
1055 D D D X X  
1060 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-1060 collected from lower Umatilla Member.  
1065 D D D X X  
1070 D D D X X  
1075 D D D X X  
1080 D D D X X  
1085 D D D X X  
1090 D D D X X 1088 ft - apparent fractures. Clay content increases; slow drilling. 
1095 D D D X X 1094.6 ft - contact, top of Mabton Interbed. Dark bluish-gray clay, fine sand. 
1100 D D D X X Color change to dark greenish-gray clay. 
1105 D D D X X  
1110 D D D X X  
1115 D D D X X Dark greenish-gray clay, increasing very fine angular sand. 
1120 D D D X X 
1119 ft - drilling with less flow constriction, driller notes likely 
sand. 
1120 ft - clay/sand difficult to determine; unwashed sample. 
1125 D D D X X  
1130 D D D X X  
1135 D D X X X Greenish-gray clay with ~40% very fine to coarse sand. 
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
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Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
1140 D D D X X  
1145 D D D X X  
1150 D D D X X  
1155 D D D X X  
1160 D D D X X  
1165 D D D X X Noticed increased amount of basalt drill cuttings likely from above basalt member, not fully washed out? 
1170 D D D X X  
1175 D D D X X  
1180 D D D X X  
1185 D D D X X 
1183 ft - rough drilling started. 
Increase in basalt cuttings, clay clogging bit, rough drilling as if 
fractured basalt, 1185-ft sample contained steel fragments (0.5–
1.0 mm) 
Photo:  5986 
1190-
1191 D D D X X 
Jar & bag sample combined for 1190 ft and 1191 ft. 
1190.5 ft - torque vibrations, no sample return at 1190 ft. 
1191 ft - contact, top of Lolo Flow of Priest Rapids Basalt. 
1192  X D X X Jar sample combined for 1190–1192 ft. 
1195 D D D X X  
1200 D D D D X XRF sample collected from top of Lolo Flow of the Priest Rapids Member; sample labeled C4993-9-30-06, Top of Priest Rapids. 
1205 D D D X X  
1210 D D D X X Photos:  5991-5992 
1215 D D D X X Photos:  5993-5994, 5995-5997 Steel filings still present in sample. 
1220-
1221 D D D X X 
Combined 1220—1221-ft samples. 
1225 D D D X X Dominated by green clay with some fine to medium sand. 
1230 D D D X X Increase in basalt with decreasing green clay. 
1235 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-10-5-06; basalt at 1235′. Dominated by basalt with limited green clay 
1240 D D D X X 
1241.5–1249 ft - claystone, silty with minor fine sand, lignite 
fragments, carbonaceous debris, diatoms, some basalt. 
Photos:  6000-6003, 6004-6007, 6008-6011, 6012-6013, 6014-6015, 
6016 
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
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Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
1245 D D D X X  
1250 D D D X X 1249 ft - dominantly basalt (60-70%). 1250–1255 ft - fractures present. 
1255 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-10-4-06, Priest Rapids at 1255′ 
1260 D D D X D Increase in basalt content (~80%).  XRD Sample “Felsite” Segregation high grade @ 1260′ 
1265 D D D X X  
1270 D D D X X Presence of large muscovite mica (1–2 mm), probably from above sediment interval. 
1275 D D D X X  
1280 D D D X X  
1285 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-10-5-06; basalt at 1285′ 
1290 D D D X X 
1287.5 ft – fractures. 
1288.5–1299.5 ft - claystone/clay (50–70%), some basalt and 
felsite, organic/carbonaceous debris partially coalified. 
Photos:  6023-6025 
1295 D D D X X Increase in clay (60–70%) and some basalt (30–40%), trace sand. 
1300 D D D X X Increase in basalt (60–70%). 
1305 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-10-11-06; 1305′ Lolo Basalt 
1310 D D D X X  
1315 D D D X X  
1320 D D D X X  
1325 D D D X X  
1230 D D D X X  
1335 D D D X X  
1340 D D D X X  
1345 D D D D X XRF Sample C4993-10-11-06; 1345′ basalt 
1350 D D D X X  
1355 D D D X X 
1354 ft – contact, top of Rosalia Basalt.  Highly weathered, soft 
flow-top basalt (>90%); likely new basalt flow section; faster 
drilling, ~5.3 ft/hr. 
1356.3 X D X X X  
1357 X D X X X  
1359 X D X X X  
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
C.9 
Table C.1.  (contd) 
 
Bottom 
Depth 
(ft bgs) Jar 
Chip 
Tray Bag XRF XRD Notes 
1360 D D D X X  
1362 X D X X X  
1364 X D X X X  
1365 D D D X X  
1370 D D D X X  
1373 X D X X X  
1375 D D D D X 1373 ft - estimated bottom of flow top.   XRF Sample C4993-10-11-06-1375′ top of Rosalia basalt 
1380 D D D X X  
1385 D D D X X  
1390 D D D X X  
1395 D D D X X 1395 ft - fractures, rough drilling. 
1400 D D D X X 1400 ft - multiple fractures, increase in drill rate to ~5 ft/hr. 
1405 D D D X X 1405–1407 ft - minimal fractures. 
1410 D D D X X  
1411 TD NO Samples Collected Total Depth Reached at 0700, 10/8/2006 
D = Sampled. XRD = X-ray diffraction. 
X = No sample. Brown = Basalt. 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence. Yellow = Sediment. 
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Appendix D 
 
Formation Table for Borehole C4993 
This summary describes the stratigraphic sequence below the initial top of basalt. 
 
  Member Observed Lithology 
Depth Interval in 
Feet Below Ground 
Surface (bgs) 
Thickness 
in Feet 
  
Elephant Mountain 
Member 
Weathering, oxidized reddish-brown, and 
highly vesicular at top.  Amygdaloidal, 
with green-blue clay filled fractures.  
Abundant microphenocrysts of plagio-
clase, most common secondary mineral 
green-blue clay.  Increase in glassy 
fragments, and clay at bottom.  
358'-473.5' 115.5' 
El
le
ns
bu
rg
 
Fo
rm
at
io
n 
Rattlesnake Ridge 
Interbed 
Green-gray/dark grayish-brown/light 
gray/light reddish-brown/dark reddish-
brown/medium brown silty-sandy clay, 
very fine to medium quartz and mafic sand 
from (<5-48%).   
473.5'-532' 58.5' 
  
Pomona Member  
Flow-top breccia present, heavily 
palagonitized, and highly fractured with 
various sediments in fractures.  Plagio-
clase phenocrysts common (up to 2 mm).  
Up to 40% tan to blue-green clay filling at 
the top from 532' to 545', dropping to 
about 1% downward through most of the 
thickness of the unit.  Yellow opal found 
near top and occasionally throughout the 
unit.  Fracture fill with blue-gray-green 
clay (Photo:  5912), slickensides (Photo:  
5902), and felsic-appearing material 
present throughout section (Photos:  5905, 
5924), clay content increase in last 5 ft of 
basalt, vesicles present with blue-green 
mineral lining some of walls, increased 
tan-brown clay at bottom. 
532'-725' 193' Sa
dd
le
 M
ou
nt
ai
n 
Ba
sa
lt 
El
le
ns
bu
rg
 
Fo
rm
at
io
n 
Selah Interbed  
Gray/tan-brown/tan-brown/light tan-off-
white/tan-brown/light gray-off-white/light 
gray silty clay.  Very fine to coarse mafic 
sand (~5-50%). 725'-742.3' 17' 
D.1 
  Member Observed Lithology 
Depth Interval in 
Feet Below Ground 
Surface (bgs) 
Thickness 
in Feet 
  
Esquatzel Member 
~1% red-brown iron oxide trace mineral 
through most of the section, on surfaces of 
basalt and on the inside of vesicles.  Blue-
green secondary mineral about 1% 
throughout most of section; highest 
percentage in flow-top.  Minor plagioclase 
in limited intervals.  Marcasite/pyrite and 
magnetite crystals.  Glassy flow bands 
observed at flow bottom.  
742.3'-843' 101' 
El
le
ns
bu
rg
 
Fo
rm
at
io
n 
Cold Creek 
Interbed 
Greenish-grey/green clay at top of section, 
then a large section olive green/dark green, 
very fine to coarse sand, fining downward 
to green-white clay then darkening to dark 
green-gray hard clay near base.   
843'-935' 92' 
  
Umatilla Member 
Hard clay present directly above flow-top 
from 933'-935', followed by basalt with 
fractures with gray-green clay fill and 
sparse plagioclase phenocrysts occurring 
throughout unit.  Multiple basalt fragments 
with pyrite veins (1/2 mm) (Photo:  5970).  
The flow bottom had an increase in 
fractures and the increased occurrence of 
light gray brittle clay/claystone. 
935'-1095' 160' 
  
El
le
ns
bu
rg
 
Fo
rm
at
io
n 
Mabton Interbed 
Dark blue-gray/dark green-gray/dark 
green/green-gray clays, dark greenish-grey 
very fine to very coarse angular grained 
sand, alternating throughout section 1094.6'-1191' 96.4' 
Priest Rapids 
Member,  
Lolo flow 
Flow-top dominated with soft, weathered 
altered basalt from 1191 ft to 1195 ft bgs, 
and fracture fill or vesicle fill of soft opal.  
Fractures with blue-green clay, silica (opal 
& quartz), and iron oxide mineral fill and 
~5-15% felsic-appearing material occur 
throughout the unit.  Some basalt rock 
chips are glassy and some show 
botryoidal/mammillary texture on sides 
probably vesicle or fracture fill (Photo:  
5993).  Clear plagioclase phenocrysts, 
some as large as 3 mm long, increase in 
occurrence down through the basalt flow 
unit. 
1191'-1354' 
(includes Byron 
Interbed sequences) 
163' 
W
an
ap
um
 B
as
al
t 
  
Byron Interbed 
Interval 1 
Dominated by green clay lithology with 
some fine to medium grained sand and a 
few muscovite mica flakes.  Gradually 
transitioned back to a basalt dominant 
lithology with the presence of minor 
felsic-appearing material, clay, and iron 
oxide minerals.  
1225'-1234' 9' 
D.2 
  Member Observed Lithology 
Depth Interval in 
Feet Below Ground 
Surface (bgs) 
Thickness 
in Feet 
Byron Interbed 
Interval 2 
Silty claystone with very minor sand 
dominated with fossiliferous carbonaceous 
debris embedded in clay and siltstone.  
The carbonaceous debris (Photo:  6005) 
included lignite pieces with wood texture 
(Photo:  6012) and diatoms (Photos:  6001, 
6009, and 6018).  
1241.5'-1249' 7.5' 
Byron Interbed 
Interval 3 
Gray-black silty claystone, firmer than 
previous sedimentary interval.  Abundant 
carbonaceous debris partially coalified 
with large (up to 3 mm) lignite fragments 
(Photo:  6025).  
1288.5'-1299.5' 11' 
Highly weathered soft flow top basalt with 
l green-gray clay (>5-25%), and felsic-
appearing material (~5-10%).  Sparse 
visible plagioclase phenocrysts (up to 
1 mm), limited gray-brown-green clay 
fracture fill, and vesicles present until total 
depth of 1411 ft bgs. 
1354' NA 
  
Priest Rapids 
Member, Rosalia 
flow 
1411 ft:  Total Depth of C4993 
  
(1) Note:  Samples in interbed sands and silts should be considered to be suspect because the sand vortex pump on the mud 
shaker was not continually in operation throughout the drilling of C4993.  Consequently, interbed slurry samples in archive 
jars may contain particles from outside the sampling interval.   
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Appendix E 
 
Log of Sample Photographs 
Waste Treatment Plant C4993 Photograph Log 
 Photographs for borehole C4993 are contained on a compact disk (CD) provided with the hardcopy 
version of this report (inside back cover). 
 
Date Depth Photo Number Subject 
9/15/06 -- 5899 View of C4993 drill rig and mud shaker (Figure 2) 
9/15/06 640′ 5900–5902 Green soft fracture fill or clay on basalt fragments, some observed slickensides 
9/15/06 645′ 5903–5905 “Speckled” rock fragments resembling sandstone or altered micro pegmatite 
9/15/06 645′ 5906–5907 Same as #5903 and #5905 except high magnification showing lineations on surface 
9/15/06 NR 5908 Deleted 
9/15/06 650′ 5909–5911 Small piece showing what looks to be slickensides, fracture fill 
9/16/06 660′ 5912–5913 Green-blue clay mineral on a basalt face—fracture fill 
9/16/06 670′ 5914–5915 Felsic-appearing fragment 
9/16/06 675′ 5916–5918 Same as above 
9/16/06 NR 5919 Deleted 
9/16/06 675′ 5920–5923 Felsic-appearing fragments showing foliation and dark mineral alignment (#5919 deleted) 
9/17/06 715′ 5924 Felsic-appearing fragment that appears to be a blue clay when wet  
9/17/06 715′ 5925–5926 Same as #5924 but wet  
9/17/06 720′ 5927 Vesiculated basalt chip in grab sample 
9/17/06 750′ 5928 Basalt with vesicle with a red-brown iron oxide coating 
9/17/06 755′ 5929–5930 Tan pink mineral with black spots on one surface (1 mm) 
9/18/06 775′ 5931 Plagioclase crystal in basalt (Esquatzel Basalt) 
9/18/06 775′ 5932 Flip side of grain in #5931 
9/18/06 775′ 5933–5934 Another felsic-appearing grain and close up 
9/18/06 775′ 5935–5936 Front and back sides of another felsic-appearing fragment, with scale in mm 
9/18/06 775′ 5937–5938 Vesicular basalt with iron oxide mineral coating 
9/19/06 NA 5939 View of C4993 drill rig and mud shaker  
9/18/06 NR 5940 Deleted 
9/20/06 780′–785′ 5941–5942 Felsic-appearing fragment in interval 780′–785′ 
9/20/06 780′–785′ 5943 Felsic-appearing fragment with plagioclase, quartz and mafic phenocrysts 
9/20/06 780′–785′ 5944 Felsic-appearing fragment  
9/20/06 780′–785′ 5945–5946 Cuttings in 780′–785′ interval (dry) 
9/20/06 -- 5947–5949 Cement fragment under microscope from 9/12/06 cement job 
9/20/06 780′–785′ 5950 Close up of “pseudo vesicle” in cement fragment 
9/20/06 785′ 5951–5952 Vesicular basalt  
E.1 
Date Depth Photo Number Subject 
9/20/06 785′ 5953–5954 Basalt grain w/magnetite and marcasite; grain is 2 mm long from left to right 
9/20/06 785′ 5955–5956 Felsic-appearing fragment 
9/20/06 795′ 5957–5958 Felsic-appearing fragment with a phenocryst 
9/20/06 795′ 5959 Pyrite on a surface of a piece of basalt fill within a void 
9/20/06 795′ 5960–5961 
Variation of the colors of clay (green-blue) light tan clay (far right) 
darker red piece is well cemented, looks like sand pieces w/iron 
oxide 
9/20/06 -- 5962–5963 Deleted 
9/21/06 820′ 5964–5965 Fragment showing contact/selvage between intermediate and basaltic compositions  
9/21/06 820′ 5966 Plagioclase phenocryst  
9/21/06 NA 5967 Deleted 
9/21/06 835′ 5968 Glass bands ? 
9/25/06 980′ 5969–5970 Multiple basalt fragments are speckled with pyrite, ½ mm vein of pyrite  
9/29/06 -- 5971–5992 Deleted 
9/30/06 1215′ 5993–5994 Botryoidal/mammillary texture on reverse sides, probably vesicle or fracture fill  
9/30/06 1215′ 5995–5997 At least 3 steel filings attached or embedded within grains  
9/30/06 NA 5998–5999 Deleted  
10/4/06 1248′ 6000–6003 Fossils (probably diatoms) in clay/siltstone  
10/4/06 1248′ 6004–6007 Carbonaceous debris embedded in clay/siltstone 
10/4/06 1248′ 6008–6011 Diatoms in clay (0.3 mm long) 
10/4/06 1248′ 6012 Fragment of lignite 
10/4/06 1248′ 6013 Close up of lignite in #6012 showing texture 
10/4/06 1248′ 6014–6015 Felsic-appearing fragment 
10/4/06 1248′ 6016 Dark veins in felsic-appearing fragment 
10/4/06 1248′ 6017–6022 Picture of fossil (probably a diatom) in clay/siltstone (similar material as #6000–6003, #6008–6011), #6019 and #6021 deleted  
10/5/06 1288.5′–1299.5′ 6023–6025 
Organic/carbonaceous debris partially coalified, large (up to 3 cm 
long), lignite fragments 
NA = Not Applicable. 
NR = Not Recorded. 
 
 The above tabulated photographs are found in the attached compact disk under folders for each day 
represented in the table.  In addition, all chip trays (cuttings for display purposes) at 5-foot intervals for 
the C4993 rotary borehole were photographed in order of shallow to deep.  These are found on the 
compact disk in the file “C4993 392'–1410' Chips.pdf.”  
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